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ALL NEW! See inside for new games and big updates on how to play
the games you know and love!

TAKE YOUR GAME TO THE NEXT LEVEL!
It’s time to bring your A-game with SPORT SELECT! Whether you play on your own or with friends, SPORT SELECT adds more
excitement to following professional and college sports.
1. Find the latest odds and events at sportselect.com or Lotto Spot retailers. Odds are updated in real time and may change.
2. Make your picks by selection slip or with the online ticket builder feature on sportselect.com.
3. Present your slip or ticket builder QR code to a Lotto Spot retailer to get your ticket.
4. Check your ticket to make sure it’s what you selected.
5. Cheer on your teams!
Although reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of information in this publication, mistakes can occur. All official Game Conditions and Prize Structure Statements, winning results and the Rules and
Regulations Respecting Lotteries and Gaming of Western Canada Lottery Corporation (WCLC), which are available from WCLC, on sportselect.com, or through its authorized Retailers, supersede any information within.
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SPORT SELECT AT A GLANCE...
PRODUCTS

PLAYER TIPS

A new product that offers PRO•LINE, OVER/UNDER, POINT SPREAD and
PROPS. Now all four games can be combined on the same ticket!

You can make picks for any or all— PRO•LINE, OVER/UNDER,
POINT SPREAD and PROPS—using the ticket builder on the website or a
single selection slip. However, only one outcome can be selected for any
event on a ticket.

NEW!
PRO•LINE: How well do
you know sports? Predict
whether the Home or Visitor
team will win—or if the
event will end in a
PRO•LINE tie.

OVER/UNDER: It’s not who
wins or loses—it’s the
total number of points that
counts! Predict whether the
total score of an event will
be “Over” or “Under”
the “line.”

POINT SPREAD: You could
win, even if your team loses!
Predict whether the favourite
will cover the “spread”, or
if the underdog will prevent
them from doing so.

PROPS: It’s like a game
within the game! Two
players go head-to-head in a
specific challenge, which one
will come out on top?

Single event wagering is
now available on select
events! Available events will
be marked with an “S+“ on
the SPORT SELECT event list.
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PRODUCTS

Compete against other sports fans! Predict the outcome of every game
on the POOLS Card; get the most correct to win or share the prize pool
for that Card.

Make your prediction from a set of options– who will win? Make a pick for
an event and see if you’re right!

Hedge your bets! COMBO PLAY lets you wager on a series of combinations
of the same events on PRO•LINE, POINT SPREAD, OVER/UNDER or PROPS.

PLAYER TIPS
“Box” up to four games on a Card by choosing both the Home and Visitor
teams as the winner!

A new way to wager on your favourite sporting events!

With COMBO PLAY, you can win a prize even if not all of your predictions
are correct.
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NEW! BUILD YOUR TICKET AT SPORTSELECT.COM
There is no need to use paper selection slips if you use the ticket builder feature at sportselect.com!
•

Make your picks.

•

Select your wager up to $100. As you build your tickets, it displays your potential prize!

•

When you are finished, generate a QR code and save to your phone or print it out.

•

When you go to a retail location, have the QR code scanned to print your ticket.

IMPORTANT: Odds for each event are updated in real time and may change. The website will
alert you of changes to the odds before you generate your QR code and you will have the opportunity to
edit your picks, if necessary. Your ticket odds will correspond with the odds at the time of purchase.
If you generate a QR code, and odds have changed when it is scanned at retail, you will get a slip from
the ticket terminal showing the new and previous odds and you will be able to decide if you want to
continue with the purchase or head back to sportselect.com to build another ticket.
More specific information on how to play SPORT SELECT games and how to use the ticket builder can be
found at sportselect.com.
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SAMPLE

SAMPLE
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GET THE BENEFITS OF MVP SERVICE!
MVP Service lets you access your saved QR codes from any device. For example, you can make your
picks on a desktop computer, save the QR code and then access the QR code with your mobile device
when you visit a retailer. If you aren’t logged into an MVP account, you won’t be able to use your
mobile device to access QR codes created on a different device.
With MVP Service, you also can receive emails about event changes and other SPORT SELECT news.
Visit sportselect.com for more information and to register for MVP Service.
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NEW! REAL TIME ODDS
SPORT SELECT odds for all events are updated in real time and may change based a variety of factors, such as player
injury. This allows more events to be offered and prevents events from being closed for sale because of odds changes.
Your odds are locked in when you purchase a ticket, so the odds printed on your ticket are valid even if the odds
for the event change.
The website will alert you of changes to the odds before you generate the QR code and you will have the opportunity to
edit your picks, if necessary. Your ticket odds will correspond with the odds at the time of purchase.
If you use the ticket builder on sportselect.com, it is possible for the event odds to change between the time you
generate a QR code and when you have that QR code scanned at a retail location. When this happens, the lottery
terminal will print a slip containing all relevant information about the odds change. You will then be able to decide
if you want to proceed with the purchase with the new odds, or head back to sportselect.com and build a new ticket.
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NEW!

Our newest addition to the SPORT SELECT lineup, FUTURES allows players to wager on one event with a
range of possible outcomes. You win by picking the winner!

For FUTURES, you’ll choose one selection from the range of outcomes to place your wager. The goal will be to select
the one you think will win. There are groups available for different sports and events – for example, who will win a
hockey conference, or the American football championship. The number of selections to choose in each group will vary
depending on the sport or event.
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HOW TO PLAY BY SELECTION SLIP

Find the latest odds for FUTURES.
1. Mark your wager between $2
and $100.

2

1
3

2. Mark the event number you are
playing. For example, if you want
to wager on Event 125, mark box
100, box 20 and box 5. If you
want to wager on Event 5, simply
mark box 5.
3. Mark your prediction. Only one
prediction from one event may be
selected per ticket.
Hand the slip and wager to the
retailer to print your ticket.
Ensure your selection is correct before
leaving the store.
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NEW!

SPORT SELECT is a product that gives you multiple ways to wager on sporting events. Instead of individual
selection slips for each type of game, SPORT SELECT now allows you to play PRO•LINE, OVER/UNDER,
POINT SPREAD and PROPS all on the same ticket.

•

You can make picks for any or all— PRO•LINE, OVER/UNDER, POINT SPREAD and PROPS—using the ticket builder on
sportselect.com or a single selection slip. However, you cannot have multiple picks for the same individual
sporting event. For example, if you want to wager on a Calgary vs. Edmonton hockey game, you cannot play both
PRO•LINE and POINT SPREAD on the same selection slip. However, you can play PRO•LINE for the Calgary vs. Edmonton
game and play POINT SPREAD for a Vancouver vs. Montreal game.

•

You can make up to eight picks per ticket.

•

Single event wagering is available on select events.

•

Wager options between $2 and $100.

•

Your picks can be from more than one sport.

•

To win, all of your picks must be correct.

•

Odds are updated in real time.

Events eligible for single event wagering will be marked with
an S+ on the SPORT SELECT event list, and with a circled S
on the sportselect.com ticket buider.
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HOW TO PLAY BY SELECTION SLIP

Refer to the latest odds and
events available.
1. Choose your wager between
$2 and $100.

1
2

3

2. Mark the event numbers you want
to wager on. For example, if you
want to wager on Event 125,
mark box 100, box 20 and box 5.
If you want to wager on Event 5,
simply mark box 5. You can play
up to 8 picks per slip.
3. For each event, choose your
wager type.
PRO•LINE and PROPS: Choose V
(Visitor Win), T (Tie), or H (Home Win)

IMPORTANT: Only ONE outcome can be selected per event. For example, you cannot play both PRO•LINE and
POINT SPREAD for an individual Calgary vs. Edmonton hockey game. However, you can play PRO•LINE for the
Calgary vs. Edmonton game and POINT SPREAD for a Vancouver vs. Montreal game.

OVER/UNDER: Choose O (Over) or
U (Under)
POINT SPREAD: Choose V (Visitor
Win) or H (Home Win)
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PRO•LINE: How well do you know sports? Predict whether the Home or
Visitor team will win—or if the event will end in a PRO•LINE tie.

It’s not who wins or loses – it’s the total number of points that counts. Predict
whether the total score of the will be over (O) or under (U) the “Line”.

Important! A PRO•LINE tie can occur when the sporting event
itself does not end in a tie. To view PRO•LINE Tie Rules for each sport,
visit sportselect.com.
Choose which of two players listed in the event, going head to head, will win,
or whether it will be a Tie. Select one of three outcomes: a “Visitor Win” (V), a
“Tie” (T), or a “Home Win” (H).
Predict whether the Favourite will win by more points than the published
“spread”, or whether the Underdog will prevent them from doing so.
For example, if the spread is -2.5, the Underdog beats the spread if they
win, tie or lose by only one point or by two points.

Visit sportselect.com to view information on how ties are determined in
PROPS and to view rules on how much players must participate in the event
for the outcome to be valid.

IMPORTANT! For some events/wager types, final SPORT SELECT results are at the end of regulation play and do not include overtime or shootouts. For other
events/wager types, the final results include all extra play. Visit sportselect.com to view current SPORT SELECT rules and further results information.

NOTE: Single event wagering is now available on select events! Available events will be indicated on the SPORT SELECT event list.
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Combo Play lets you wager on a series of combinations of the same events on PRO•LINE, OVER/UNDER, POINT SPREAD
and PROPS. The potential payout is the total of the prizes of all winning combinations. You can win a prize, even if not all
your predictions are correct.

NEW!

You can make picks for any or all—PRO•LINE, OVER/UNDER, POINT SPREAD and PROPS—
using one selection slip. However, similar to SPORT SELECT, you cannot have multiple picks
for an individual sporting event. For example, if you want to wager on a Calgary vs. Edmonton hockey game, you
cannot play both PRO•LINE and POINT SPREAD on the same selection slip. However, you can play PRO•LINE for the
Calgary vs. Edmonton game and play POINT SPREAD for a Vancouver vs. Montreal game.
How to win on Combo Play
•
•
•

Your potential payout is the total of the prizes for all winning combinations.
A winning combination is an individual combination where all the predictions are correct.
To win on a:
2 Event Combo: you need at least two correct picks.
3 Event Combo: you need at least three correct picks.
4 Event Combo: you need at least four correct picks.
5 Event Combo: you need at least five correct picks.
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HOW TO PLAY BY SELECTION SLIP
Refer to the latest odds available.

1

1. Pick a 2, 3, 4 or 5-Event Combo
and choose the number of events
you will predict.

3
4

5

2. Choose Standard Play to add a
regular selection of all the events
you predict. All predictions must be
correct to win on Standard Play.
3. Wager from $2 to $20. Your ticket
cost is your wager multiplied by
the total number of combinations.

2
IMPORTANT: Only ONE outcome can be selected per event. For example, you cannot play both PRO•LINE
and POINT SPREAD for an individual Calgary vs. Edmonton hockey game. However, you can play PRO•LINE for the
Calgary vs. Edmonton game and POINT SPREAD for a Vancouver vs. Montreal game.

4. Mark the event numbers you are
wagering on.
5. Mark one wager type per
event number.
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POOLS lets you compete against other sports fans in the West by predicting the outcome of every game on the POOLS
card. If you get the most correct, you win or share the prize pool for that card.
•

Just $5 to play!

•

Predict the outcome of every game on the Pools card - get the most correct to win or share the prize pool.

•

Each card is for a separate sport.

•

If you choose the most correct in your pool, you win!

•

The prize pool for a card will be shared by all selections matching the highest number of correct predictions. For
example, if 12 games are on a card, and no player correctly predicted all 12, the prize pool is shared by all selections
matching 11. If nobody correctly predicted either 12 or 11, the prize pool goes to all selections matching 10 - and so
on. There are no subsidiary prizes.

NEW!

POOLS QUICK PICK: You can request a $5 POOLS quick pick ticket from any Lotto Spot retailer.
The ticket will contain randomly chosen selections for all of the games on the POOLS card.
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HOW TO PLAY BY SELECTION SLIP
1

2

3

Refer to the latest POOLS card.
1. Mark the card number you
are playing.
2. Pick your Play Type. You can
“Box” as many as four games on
a card-- meaning you can choose
both teams as winners.
Single Play- $5
Box 1- $10
Box 2- $20
Box 3- $40
Box 4- $80

TIES

How do ties work in POOLS? Final outcomes in POOLS include all extra play (i.e. overtime,
shootouts, extra innings, etc.). If a tie occurs during a game, both outcomes are considered correct.

3. Mark a prediction for every game
on the card. Mark V for a Visitor
Win and H for a Home Win. Mark
both V and H to box a game.
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DOUBLEHEADERS

DAILY WAGERING LIMITS

The first game of a doubleheader will always be the SPORT SELECT game,
unless it is the continuation of a suspended game. In this case, the second
game (the regularly scheduled one) is the SPORT SELECT game.

The maximum amount an individual can wager on any SPORT SELECT product
(except POOLS) per day at any retail location is $500.

CANCELLED OR INCOMPLETE EVENTS
When an event is delayed, postponed, suspended, cancelled or called resulting
in that event NOT being considered complete, that event does not carry over.
For cancelled events an odds value of 1.00 is assigned to each outcome of
that event; for POOLS, both outcomes will be considered correct.

FINAL RESULTS
Results are considered final when declared by WCLC and are not affected by
any subsequent amendments, corrections, disqualifications or other events.

CLAIMING PRIZES
SPORT SELECT prizes must be claimed within one year following the date
of the last event on the ticket. Once a ticket has expired, no prizes can
be claimed.
FUTURES prizes must be claimed within one year following the date of the
declaration by WCLC of the final result of the event selected on the ticket.

GOVERNING RULES
The official Game Conditions and Prize Structure Statements, and the
Rules and Regulations Respecting Lotteries and Gaming, available at
sportselect.com or upon request, govern SPORT SELECT, POOLS, FUTURES
and COMBO PLAY and supersede any information within this publication.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
How are odds for SPORT SELECT events determined?

I only see today’s hockey events on the event list. When
can I wager on tomorrow’s events?

WCLC odds setters, who consider previous match-ups and performance of
teams and players, as well as latest streaks, trends, injuries and other factors,
set odds for events.

Most SPORT SELECT odds are released the same day events are played. This allows
odds setters to evaluate previous events, and it minimizes the impact from late
developments such as player injuries. As football games are played approximately
a week a part, football odds are generally released a few days in advance.

How do I know the cut-off for purchasing sports tickets?

All my teams won, but my ticket isn’t a winner. Why?

The wagering cut-off times are listed for each event on the list. Keep in mind,
the starting time of a sporting event is subject to change without notice (e.g.
the times for games in an unscheduled baseball doubleheader).

PRO•LINE offers players three outcomes: Home Win, Visitor Win and Tie. The
definition of a “Tie” in PRO•LINE varies by sport. You can read the Tie Rules at
sportselect.com

I tried having my ticket for today’s event checked, but it
doesn’t register any prize. Why?

Can I wager on just one event? How do I do that?

Event result information is entered into our computer system overnight. That
means any prizes won playing SPORT SELECT cannot be claimed until the
day following the last event played on the ticket. If you tried to validate your
ticket on the same day the events were played, it would not have showed as
a winning ticket because the results of those events had not yet been entered
into the system.

Yes. Select events will be available for single event wagering on PRO•LINE,
OVER/UNDER, or POINT SPREAD. The available events will be indicated with
an S+ on the SPORT SELECT event list printed from the terminal, and with a
small S in a circle beside the event on the sportselect.com list.
To place a wager on a single event, fill out one board of the SPORT SELECT
selection slip, or choose just one event on the ticket builder at sportselect.com
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CONTACT INFORMATION

PROBLEM GAMBLING HELP LINES

If you have inquiries, or require any additional information, contact us at:

Alberta:
1-866-332-2322 or visit GameSenseAB.ca

Western Canada Lottery Corporation, Player Care
Postal Bag 649
Stettler, AB T0C 2L0
1-800-665-3313
playercare@wclc.com
It is policy that persons under the age of 18 years be refused
the purchase or encashment of lottery tickets. Anyone
purchasing or redeeming lottery products who looks under
25 should expect to be asked for photo ID.
SPORT SELECT is not associated with, sponsored by,
or authorized by any professional or amateur sports
league or association, member teams, players or other
affiliates in any way.

Manitoba:
1-800-463-1554 or visit afm.mb.ca
Saskatchewan:
1-800-306-6789 or visit saskatchewan.ca
then search for “problem gambling”
Northwest Territories and Nunavut:
NWT Help Line 1-800-661-0844
Nunavut’s Kamatsiaqtut Help Line 1-800-265-3333.
Yukon:
1-844-533-3030 or visit gamesenseyukon.com
Odds, lottery results and game information are not available at the
above number(s).
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HOW TO CLAIM A PRIZE
Prizes up to $1,000
You can claim prizes up to and including $1,000 at Lotto Spot retailers
offering the service. Check with the retailer to ensure they have sufficient cash
to pay the prize.
Retailers may choose not to redeem prizes of over $100 for a variety of
reasons, which may include security concerns about keeping large amounts of
cash on the premises. If a ticket wins $100.01 or more, the retailer can cancel
the validation and direct you to claim your prize at another retailer or by mail.
Prizes over $1,000
If you’ve won a prize worth over $1,000, call Player Care at 1-800-665-3313
for more information. Prizes over $1,000 must be claimed at a Prize Payout
office or by mail. An appointment is required to visit a prize office.

Claiming a Prize by Mail
Prizes of any amount can be claimed by mailing tickets to the address below.
Contact Player Care at 1-800-665-3313 for information on making a claim
by mail. All risks of sending tickets through the mail remain with the player.
Western Canada Lottery Corporation
Prize Payout
Main Floor, 125 Garry Street
Winnipeg, MB R3C 4J1
Important!
•
•
•

Sign your ticket and complete the Claim Form on the back.
Ensure your ticket hasn’t passed its expiry date-- prizes won’t be paid on
tickets after they have expired.
Prizes will not be paid during your appointment at a prize office, but will
be ready at a later date.
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ALBERTA GAMING, LIQUOR & CANNABIS

MANITOBA LIQUOR & LOTTERIES

50 Corriveau Avenue
St. Albert, AB T8N 3T5
(780) 447-8600
1-800-272-8876
aglc.ca
Revenues earned from vlts, slot machines and ticket lotteries
are directed into Alberta’s General Revenue Fund and used
to support programs and services that Albertans rely on
every day.

830 Empress Street
Winnipeg, MB R3G 3H3
(204) 957-2500
mbll.ca
All lottery revenue in Manitoba is directed to the Province
of Manitoba to support priority social programs and local
community activities.

SASKATCHEWAN LOTTERIES

NWT & NUNAVUT LOTTERIES

LOTTERIES YUKON

1870 Lorne Street
Regina, SK S4P 2L7
Phone: (306) 780-9300
510 Cynthia Street
Saskatoon, SK S7L 7K7
Phone: (306) 975-0800
sasklotteries.ca
Saskatchewan Lotteries is the fundraiser for over
12,000 sport, culture and recreation groups.

P.O. Box 1676, 4908-49 Street
Yellowknife, NT X1A 2P3
(867) 767-9166 (ext. 21115)
whenyouplay.ca
NWT & Nunavut Lotteries has been helping Northerners
play since 1979. The proceeds from lottery sales are
invested annually in sport and recreation programs
and events across the North.

101 - 205 Hawkins Street
Whitehorse, YT Y1A 1X3
(867) 633-7890
1-800-661-0555 (toll-free in the communities)
lotteriesyukon.com
Lottery revenues support arts, sport and recreation in
Yukon communities
For inquiries contact lotteriesyukon@gov.yk.ca

PROVINCIAL &
TERRITORIAL
ORGANIZATIONS
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